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Abstract. Mission performance is a large concept. It is rarely addressed
in the context of autonomous mobile robotics. This paper proposes a
generic framework addressing the concept of performance for autonomous
mobile robotic mission. Moreover it presents an approach to manage the
mobile robot hardware and software resources during the mission execution according to performance objectives. Simulation results illustrate
the proposed approach on a patrolling mission example.
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Introduction

True autonomy requires the ability to decide the way to perform a mission
under performance constraints. It consists on choosing the appropriate resources
according to the mission current situation. The robot must be also able to react if
unexpected events occur like obstacle avoidance or resource failure [1] in order to
keep guaranteeing the required performances. If the mission becomes unfeasible,
the robot must be able to identify this situation and modify its objectives.
However the concept of performance is not clearly defined in robotics. Some
works evaluate specifically the performance of a specific single-robot task, like
human following [2] or performance assessment of a group of collaborative robots
[3]. Industrial robotics defined many performance criteria like speed, repeatability, accuracy, etc. International standards (ANSI/RIA R15.05, ISO/9283) are
defined too. However, some papers globally consider the mobile robot context.
Cabelos et al. define in [4] performance metrics for mobile robot navigation. They
propose a classification according to safety, trajectory quality and duration to
accomplish a task. Several performance metrics are identified in [5] depending
on mobile robotic task: SLAM, obstacle avoidance, grasping, etc. The problem
of robotic mission guarantee is tackled in [6] using properties (liveness, safety)
formal verification but the considered mission is still simple. Moreover nothing
is proposed to overcome unforeseen problems during mission execution.
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Experimental Context

A Pioneer 3DX c (VRmax = 0.75 m/s) integrating 16 sonars and 10 bumpers
is used. 2 URG-04 LX Hokuyo used for obstacle avoidance, centering motion

and robot localization. Localization is also performed using a Kinect c camera
and geo-referenced QR-codes. The Kinect is also used for image capture. An
embedded lead/acid battery generates up to 259 Wh of energy. The robot communicates with an embedded laptop supporting a real time control architecture
implementing the different algorithms. The laptop has its own battery, which
is also monitored. Depending on algorithms and sensors used, 7 moving control
laws, 3 localization methods and one image analysis control schemes (CS) are
available.
The considered mission of 187 meters long is an autonomous patrolling to
inspect the state (open/close) of two valves (V1-V2) (Fig. 1). Table 1 presents
the mission decomposed into a sequence of (nobj = 9) objectives O: Go from
docking station DS to the valve V1 (traveling), the robot rotates in the direction
of V1 (turn toward), inspects it (image processing), and turns back. Then the
robot travels from V1 to V2 and inspects the second valve. At the end, the robot
goes back to DS. These objectives are performed using ntask (≥ 1) concurrent
task(s) T: Traveling objective needs both forward motion (FM) and location (L)
tasks. One task (pure rotation R) is needed for turning toward a valve. Image

Fig. 1. Mission description

processing is done with only valve detection (VD) task. Tasks are performed
usually with nopt (≥ 1) options (OT). 7 implemented OT to perform FM
task. These are path following algorithms SMZ with different sensors (SM Z −
U S, SM Z − LAS, etc.). Location task L can be performed with 3 OT (GOL
is a Grid Oriented Localization technique based on laser data, KIN is the QR
code localization method or ODOmeter). An Alternative Implementation
AI corresponds to the selection, for an objective, a unique OT by task T. The
number of alternatives nalt is the product of its corresponding nopt . Different
areas can be identified in Fig. 1. In H1, human can be encountered, but not in
H2. A glazed area G is also present where sonars are crucial.
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3.1

Proposed Approach for Performance Management
Mission Performance: Which Relevant Viewpoints?

We distinguish Main frame performance viewpoints which must be respected for
all autonomous robotic missions: Safety, energy, localization and stability,
from User’s oriented ones like duration.

The following performances constraints are defined for the studied mission:
Duration axis (max Dperf = 390 s), energy axis (robot energy: max EperfR =
1.9 W h and laptop energy: max EperfL = 2 W h), safety axis (Obstacle avoidance:
SperfOA = T rue and harmlessness: max SperfH = 4J (maximum energy in case
of impact with dynamic obstacles)).
Two Performance Margin classes are defined. Boolean margin characterizes a performance that can only be T rue or F alse. Continuous margin defines
the gap between performance estimation (or observation) and objectives. The
goals are to optimize continuous performance margins with regards to these
objectives and to satisfy boolean margins.
3.2

Performance Management: The Proposed Approach

Preliminary Phase: The first step is to identify the performance inductors
and to build performance estimation models allowing to predict the robot performances. To estimate the mission performance, a detailed representation of the
Nominal Mission Plan (NMP) is needed. It is a sequence of nact (≥ nobj ) Acc
tivities (Table 1). An activity Akj is a part of a mission where an objective can
be realized under a set of invariant constraints cj . An activity can be performed
using all its possible Alternative Implementations AI.
Table 1. Mission description/decomposition and complexity
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Off-line Performance Estimation: Once the NMP built, the objective is to
estimate the nominal performance along the process, to determine the chosen
alternative implementation AI by activity, to specify the value of performance
levers in order to respect the performance constraints. So, each AI must be
characterized with regard to each performance axis. The second condition is the
ability to estimate the global performance of the NMP mission, by composing
the local performance estimation for each eligible alternative implementation.
Following the off-line estimation phase, if performance constraints can be a
priori satisfied, an alternative implementation can be selected for each activity.
Initial Resources Allocation Solution is RAS0 = {AI0 , ..., AInact }.
Online Performance Evaluation and Resources Management: According to the current RAS, an estimation of the current performance behavior is
available and periodically compared with evaluated performance to decide if the

mission remains feasible. However, a faulty hardware component or software
module can disqualify the configuration of some current or future mission activities corresponding to an AI using these faulty elements. A loss of time and
energy (environment dynamism) can lead to negative performance margins. In
order to consider these situations, the previous offline performance analysis is
used online, on the remaining part of the mission, providing in real time a new
set of alternative implementations to realize future activities (if it exits).
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Resources Management Implementation

The mission plan being created, the mission duration MD is estimated by adding
the nact duration of all Ak activities. Activities could have predefined constant
duration dk (static activities where xk = xk−1 ) or it can depend on the corresponding robot traveling length (xk − xk−1 ) and velocity Vk .
Energy estimation models are experimentally identified and expressed in [7].
The mission safety viewpoint is implemented through two safety indicators:
obstacle avoidance ability and safe traveling (harmlessness of the robot movement). So, for the considered robot, the following limitations must be respected:
– Sonars are the only efficient sensors in the glazed area (G) (other sensors
can be used also for obstacle avoidance). In this area Vmax = 0.46 m/s.
– Obstacle avoidance is required in the presence of human (H1 area). If lasers
are used Vmax = 0.56 m/s.
– Area with no human presence (H2 area) Vmax = VRmax = 0.75 m/s.
Resources management consists on determination for each activity, the AI
(algorithms and sensors) and its parameter(s) (robot velocity) that must be
locally chosen for each activity to globally satisfy performance objectives.
For a mission, the Number of Global Alternatives (N GA) is equal to the
product of each number alternatives implementations (naltk ) by the nact activities. It becomes quickly huge (N GA > 1013 for Table 1). It is a classical NP-hard
Knapsack problem. To solve it in a real time context, the algorithm proposed in
[8] has been adapted to the robotic context.
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Simulation Results

The studied mission and robot system (cf. section 2) with D, S and E axes
are now considered. Table 1 summarizes the mission description (Objectives Oi )
and then mission decomposition (Activities Ak ). Grey color expresses constant
duration objectives. Projecting the 10 m length glazed area (G) on the two
ways mission is [31, 41 m] and [146, 156 m]. Zone without human presence
(H2) linear projection coordinates are [63.5, 123.5 m]. These areas impact the
constraints (maximum velocity and eligible {AI}) from safety viewpoint. Row
c
nalti in Table 1 shows the number of AI by objective. Akj row shows the number
of activities by objective. naltk shows the number of AI for the corresponding
activities. It is reduced if some AI are non illegible respecting safety constraints.
The mission initially composed by 9 objectives is then composed by 17 activities
with different constraints. Colored boxes in the last row express maximum linear

velocity Vmax depending on activities. In blue maximum velocity is 0.46 m/s,
green 0.56 m/s, orange 0.75 m/s and white 0 m/s (pure rotation).
Once the decomposition is done, mission feasibility is tested considering the
performance axes and a first resource allocation RAS0 is calculated (Table 2).
Table 2. Generated resources allocation solutions
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(1): SMZ-2LAS-US/KIN, (2): OPR/KIN, (3): VALVE ANALYSIS, (4): SMZ-2LAS/KIN,
(5): SMZ-US/KIN, (6): SMZ-US/NONE, (7): CENTERING-2LAS-US/GOL

During the mission (Fig. 2), 8 obstacle avoidances (OA) occur and energy
(laptop and robot) and duration margins decrease (Fig. 3). Robot energy margin
becomes negative twice (33 m and 62 m linear coordinates) and respectively two
switches RAS1 and RAS2 were done to overcome these perturbations and ensure
mission feasibility. Table 2 shows the details of the generated solutions (AI by
activity), the global number of possible alternatives implementations N GA and
the number of iterations IT needed to find a new solution.

Fig. 2. Mission progress and events.

To overcome the energy loss during obstacle avoidance maneuver, the algorithm switch the selected AI (initially SM Z path following algorithm with
two lasers and Kinect for KIN localization) for the activity 17 to a less consuming OT with only sonars for RAS1 and deactivating the Kinect for RAS2
(localization based on odometer data).
At 102 m, the Kinect fails. Since it is planned to be used in a future activities in RAS2 for activities 14, 15 and 16, a new RAS3 is found after eliminating/filtering the sets of AI for the rest of activities. Robot energy margin
increases because the new RAS is less consuming than the previous one. Duration margin increases too. This is due to the localization method GOL based on
lasers data that allows the robot to run faster (Vk = VRmax = 0.75 m/s) than
with Kinect RAS0,1,2 (blurred image beyond Vk = 0.6 m/s). Margins increasing
permits to tolerate the rest of the occurred obstacles avoidance. At the end,
green boxes in Table 2 show the executed AI along the mission.

Fig. 3. Duration, laptop and robot energy margins.
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Conclusion

This paper proposes a methodology for autonomous resources management and
a conceptualization of performance on mobile robotics. Based on mission description and regarding to performance constraints, this methodology determines
which hardware and software must be used for each mission activity. From different performance viewpoints, the proposed simulation demonstrates the complexity of the problem and the usability of the management methodology. The
robot adapts dynamically its actual and/or planned resources allocation in order
to satisfy all performance constraints under different types of internal (hardware
or software failure) and external disturbing events. Future works will focus on
experimental implementation of the proposed methodology.
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